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Corporate Governance
Why Boards that Lead Succeed
Recent history shows that directors who take more active rolesparticularly in CEO selection-are fundamental to the long-term health
of their companies.

bj Ram Charan, Dennis Careg and Michael lJseen
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B2B Marketing
Social Media & the B2B CEO
What can the likes of Facebook,
company?
blt Dale Buss
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Tbitter and Tumblr

do for

Reputation Management
You Are Whoever Google Says You Are
CEOs have a clear choice: Define yourself via social media
your detractors do it for you.
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Executive Life
Why CEOs Buy Sports Teams-And What They
Do With Them
bjt George Nicholas
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Flip Side
To Bitcoin a Phrase
bj Joe Qlteenan
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Some CEOs buy a team to fulfill a life-long fantasy.
Others do it to run a difterent kind of business. Some

want to bring a team to their city and others to keep one
from moving away. Meet some of the business chiefs
who have become team owners. / By George Nicholas

To "Revolutionize" Major League Lacrosse
Andrew Murstein is president of NewYork's Medallion Financial, which lends
to the taxicab industry and other niche markets. He's also the majority owner of
Richard Petty Motorsports, which fields two NASCAR teams. His acquisition of
the team in zoro forgrzo

million in debt "started outpurely

as abusiness decision,

but I have come to love and appreciate NASCAR," he says. He feels "tremendous
pleasure when we win or perform well and aggravation when we don't."
He recently acquired the New York Lizards "because lacrosse is one ofthe
fastest-growing sports in the U.S." In what he calls a move that will revolutionize
the sport, he drafted goalie Devon Wills, the first-ever female player in Major
League Lacrosse, in the supplemental draft opening the zo14 season.
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"I don't believe team owners should go into the dressing room and travel
with the team," he comments. "There should be a clear separation between the
athletes' world and the owner's world. I wouldn't want them stepping in and
parading people around my office or my bathroom. We treat this as a business
and them as professionals." However, that philosophy didn't protect him from
getting doused with champagne after a recent NASCAR victory.
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